Following is a list of courses requiring Teaching Assistants. TAs/TMs must be available from the start of the semester and until final grades have been submitted. Hiring priority will be determined as per Article XIIIIF3a i through IV of TSSU’s collective agreement. Graduate students should consult with their faculty advisors before submitting their applications.

**Spring 2016**

DEVS 801   Burnaby   Issues, Concepts, & Cases in Development and Sustainability

*Please note this is a 1 unit marker position*

**Application deadline: December 11, 2015**

**Qualifications:** Experience in the field of Development and Sustainability

**Compensation:** Please see Collective Agreement salary scales http://www.tssu.ca/resources/collective-agreement/

**Appointment Dates:** January 3, 2017 - April 26, 2017

**Base Units:** 1 – this is a marking support position

**Applications:** Please provide resume, previous teaching evaluations, and an outline of your experience in the field of Development and Sustainability

Applications should be addressed to: Stevie Benisch, Coordinator, Environmental Science Program, Faculty of the Environment, Simon Fraser University, 8888 University Drive, Burnaby BC, V5A 1S6. Applications will be accepted by email to scb@sfu.ca

---

In accordance with Canadian Immigration requirements this advertisement is directed to Canadian citizens and permanent residents. Simon Fraser University is committed to the principle of equity in employment and offers equal employment opportunities to qualified applicants. Offers are subject to enrollment and budgetary approval. Freedom of information and protection of privacy: Information received in response to this advertisement is collected under the authority of the University Act (R.S.B.C. 1996, C.468, s.27(4)(a)), and the University’s policy on Collection of Personal Information (I 10.05). The information is directly related to processing applications for sessional appointment and for offers of employment for successful applicants. If you have any questions about the collection and use of this information, or require more information about the positions and application process, please contact Stevie Benisch at scb@sfu.ca, phone: 778 782 9032.

Closing date for applications is December 30, 2016